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Key Selling Points
The only book focusing on modern interiors for contemporary doll's house projects
There has been a recent increase in interest around doll's houses and modern interiors and this is reflected in shows like The Great Big Tiny 
Design Challenge and CBC's Best in Miniature
Miniatures have taken social media by storm and hashtags 'doll house miniature' and 'modern doll house' attract thousands of posts.

Description
A collection of tutorials for 50 modern dollhouse furnishing makes. Create your fantasy interior on a tiny scale with this practical guide to 
miniatures. With this step-by-step guide you can let your imagination run wild and create your dream home without the constraints of location or 
budget!
With this practical guide to miniatures you can let your imagination run wild and create your dream home without the constraints of location or 
budget! There are techniques for 50 projects to create beautiful, modern rooms at the miniature scale of 1:12, which is suitable for dollhouses and 
room boxes. The projects can be mix and matched to create endless interior variations. Designer and author, Chelsea Andersson, has designed an 
aspirational collection of furniture for the contemporary home for you to create in miniature. Learn how to make iconic pieces like the kidney 
shaped coffee table, a mid-century inspired lamp and a classic accent chair to create your own tiny interiors world. The projects are made using a 
variety of inexpensive and easily accessible materials including wood, fabric and paper.
The projects include different kinds of seating, tables, bed shelving, flooring and wall decoration, as well as soft furnishings such as wall hangings, 
rugs and baskets, throws and cushions to bring the space to life. The projects are divided up into chapters based on different rooms: living room; 
bedroom; dining room; kitchen; bathroom and patio. All of the projects can be mixed and matched to create your own unique interiors.
About the Author
Chelsea Andersson is a maker, miniaturist, and prop designer based in New York. She spent nearly a decade as a licensed landscape architect,
until her love for creating models and miniatures led to a career in building scale replicas. Through her studio ChelseaMakes, she offers custom-
made miniature replicas as well as a line of DIY modern dollhouse kits. She made her TV debut on season three of NBC's Making It, a reality 
competition show hosted by Amy Poehler and Nick Offerman. Chelsea has also been featured in various magazines and has a course about 
miniatures on the Domestika platform.
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